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Wha  n e b:
4 x Self-Adhesive PVC Panels
8 x Metal rings
1 x Roll of Double-Sided Tape
4 x Circular PVC Base Discs
4 x Circular PVC Candle Holder Discs.
4 x Edging Tools  

Lantern Making Kit

Cut down your covering to a
workable size. 

Lay your covering face down. 
Peel back some of the release paper.

Place the panel over your covering with 
the adhesive side down. 

Remove the rest of the release paper, 
smooth out from the middle as you 

pull. 

Turn the panel over and press your 
covering into the adhesive firmly. 

Cut off the surplus covering. 

Snap back the creased edges around 
the panel until the PVC breaks. 

Carefully remove the PVC strips to 
avoid fraying. 

Put a strip of tape on the edge of the 
panel, this will be used to stick the 

seam. 
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Bef o g tad u l ed:
- Covering of choice
- Clean flat working area
- Sharp Knife or Scissors
- Battery Tea Lights*

Sca  ve 
te do ri

*Imot no:  There are 2 versions of the Lantern Making Kit, 
with or without Battery Tea Lights. The Tea Lights will be included depending 
on which Kit your have purchased.  



Stick self adhesive tape to the outside 
of the rings and cover the edges all 

the way round. 

Press the tape down evenly
and firmly onto the wire.

Remove the release paper. You’ll now have 
two sticky rings. 

Put the sticky rings on the edge of the 
PVC , not the covering. Start rolling 

the ring along the PVC edge, keeping 
in line with the edge. 

Remove the release paper from the 
seam edge. When you get to the 
overlap the adhesive will join the 

panel together. 

Press the seam firmly together on the 
inside using a flat surface to rest on. 

Fold over the surplus covering all the 
way around on both sides, so it covers 

the rings.  

Use the tool to push the surplus 
covering behind the rings. 

Place the base disc inside the lantern, 
it rests on the lip of the bottom ring. 

Place the battery Tea Light Holder 
disc on top. 

Insert your Battery Tea Candle in the 
lantern. 

Enjoy your professionally finished 
lanterns!
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